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ABSTRACT

Driven by curiosity and our own three diverse smartphone application usage datasets, we sought to unpack the nuances of
mobile device use by revisiting two recent Mobile HCI studies [1, 17]. Our goal was to add to our broader understanding
of smartphone usage by investigating if differences in mobile device usage occurred not only across our three datasets,
but also in relation to prior work. We found differences in
the top-10 apps in each dataset, in the durations and types of
interactions as well as in micro-usage patterns. However, it
proved very challenging to attribute such differences to a specific factor or set of factors: was it the time frame in which the
studies were executed? The recruitment procedure? The experimental method? Using our somewhat troubled analysis,
we discuss the challenges and issues of conducting mobile
research of this nature and reflect on caveats related to the
replicability and generalizability of such work.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, we have seen a steady increase in the
number of real-world user studies of mobile device use. Recent research focuses on the nuances of smartphone usage and
sheds light on the apps that people engage with, the duration
of their usage and more recently what happens during very
short, bursty device interactions [28]. To understand such behaviors a range of methodologies have been adopted (e.g.,
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mobile diaries, Experience Sampling Method (ESM), Day
Reconstruction Method (DRM), just to name a few) and in
some cases, novel methods have emerged. One such method
is the use of mobile loggers, deployed as applications in both
smaller scale user studies as well as in large-scale app market
deployments.
Despite the flurry of research in this space, most researchers
will agree that studying mobile device usage is still very challenging. We have the traditional issues associated with conducting HCI studies (e.g., recruiting, incentives), confounded
with studying the highly mobile (and therefore contextually
varied) technology that also evolves rapidly. In smaller scale
mobile studies, researchers often combine logging mobile usage with qualitative insights and follow a set of key steps to
accommodate this mixed-method approach. This includes recruiting participants - in most cases locally - building custom app logging tools, handing out or configuring mobile devices, as well as offering incentives and rewards. The effort
involved in such studies is often substantial due to the recruitment process that needs to take place as well as the compensation of the participants, especially if we aim at a longitudinal
deployment.
Alternatively, the increasing popularity of application stores
has allowed researchers to use such distribution mechanisms
to recruit thousands of participants and conduct large-scale
studies in naturalistic settings. However, there are potential
side-effects and biases that such an approach may introduce
and thus researchers following such paths need to consider a
number of factors to ensure the success of their study. For
example, how polished should an application (i.e., logger)
be in order to attract participants; how does device hardware
diversity affect data sampling; how biased is the participant
pool given their interest in the application’s functionality in
the first place; and what prevents participants from removing
the application for longitudinal analysis? [19].
Regardless of the challenges, these studies contribute to a
broader understanding of mobile phone usage behaviors as
well as providing insights about future areas of exploration
in Mobile HCI. In this paper, we were interested in uncovering additional user practices in the mobile space using
three different, but similar app logging datasets: two gathered through small-scale studies; and one larger-scale app
market deployment. Our studies cover different time frames

(between 2013-2014), locations (in the US as well as round
the world) and user populations (teenagers, adults, iOS users,
Android users). Our goal was to revisit prior work on short
mobile device interactions [1] and short, bursty app usage, so
called micro-usage [17], and to determine what (if any) differences emerge both between the datasets and also in relation to
prior related work. While we did find several interesting differences, in retrospect it proved very challenging to attribute
these differences to a specific factor or set of factors: Is it the
differences in setting, technology, applications, timing or are
the differences rooted more in the user populations sampled?
Thus what has started as a replication study, quickly turned to
a deeper reflection on the methods and challenges surrounding how we conduct mobile research ourselves and as a community. Our core contribution then lies in discussing what
it really means to do research in this entropic and volatile
setting. To start, we review several pieces of research that
use similar methodological approaches to ours and summarize some of the practices the community is adopting. We
then present our study by analyzing three app usage datasets
that measured similar data across three different user populations and highlight how a range of issues emerge in this
type of analysis. Lastly, we discuss what our findings mean
more broadly for the research in our community in terms of
generalizability and replicability. Our major insight is that
while data of this nature provides great value in understanding how people use their mobile devices and informing the
design of novel interactions that improve mobile device interactions, these insights comes with boundaries and caveats
which all of us must be aware of.
CHARACTERIZING MOBILE DEVICE USAGE STUDIES

Mobile phones and their built-in sensors have increasingly
transitioned research to users’ pockets instead of a laboratory.
Given the challenging nature of mobile environments, some
researchers have focused their efforts on lowering the burden of conducting qualitative mobile studies “in-the-wild,” by
introducing novel methods to collect such data from participants and capture a glimpse into their daily lives, including:
voicemail diaries [2, 29], snippet-based diaries [4, 9], refined
and context-aware experience sampling methods [8, 9, 10, 21,
24, 42] and well as novel video collection methods [5]. Other
researchers have focused on building sensing tools and techniques [7, 22, 33, 34, 36], and even complete mobile sensing frameworks (e.g., Funf1 and AWARE2 ) for continuously
and unobtrusively gathering mobile usage and sensor data.
Such frameworks have provided the community with the capabilities to study actual mobile device usage in a streamlined
manner at unprecedented scale (e.g., [3, 15, 44]) or over long
periods of time (e.g., [12, 35, 37]).
Researchers quickly started deploying their studies to different populations to explore and understand specific aspects of
mobile device usage. For example, studies focused on negative aspects of mobile device use among specific demographics, with teenagers and college students attracting much attention [26, 38]. The Mobile HCI research community took par1
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ticular interest in studies focusing on the intricate details of
application and device use. Such studies focused on how and
where users interact with applications on their mobile devices
(e.g., [5]), and also for how long (e.g., [17]). These studies
have informed the design of new interactions with mobile devices by utilizing known patterns of mobile device use.
Knowledge about users’ application use patterns has also led
to the development of smart home screens and launchers that
help improve device battery life [14, 16] or reduce application
invocation time by predicting the user’s next application (e.g.,
[25, 38, 39, 43, 45, 46]). Similarly, the nuances of mobile
device use, for example, understanding smartphone notifications [32], has informed the design of systems that reduce unwanted interruptions [30, 31]. Understanding how people interact with their mobile device lock screens and home screens
has also led to design of novel interactive lock screens that
power crowdsourcing efforts [40, 41], streamline short interactions with mobile devices [1] and help people learn new
languages [11]. Studies to evaluate these new interventions
often deploy the intervention to the users’ mobile devices and
track the user’s interaction with the intervention in the field;
thus keeping the cycle of collecting large amounts of usage
data going.
The result of such studies is that researchers are now faced
with large amounts of mobile device usage data, from various
populations, with each study focused on understanding different aspects of mobile device usage. In addition to all the challenges of analyzing such large amounts of data, researchers
are doing their best to follow the rigor of the scientific method
in presenting their findings. However, the complexity of this
research field can make this a difficult problem for the Mobile HCI community. Therefore, it is no surprise to find that
our community has already identified, discussed, and made
an attempt to provide best practices to deal with some of the
challenges of conducting mobile device usage experiments in
particular in large-scale, in-the-wild deployments [19, 23, 27,
37, 44]. Regardless of these challenges, an expectation that
the findings of mobile device usage studies are generalizable
and the results replicable remains for the large part.
To grasp the complexity of understanding mobile device usage, it is important to consider the many different aspects of
past studies in this field. These aspects include: 1) the current state of mobile device research, industry and market at
the time of the study, 2) the research goals of the researchers
given that context, and 3) the study design used to collect data
to meet the research goals. By carefully considering each of
these aspects, researchers are able to apply existing community domain knowledge to their particular research or design
goals. Understanding the various aspects of prior studies also
helps them reproduce, and hopefully replicate prior studies
using new datasets.
Table 1 provides a visual review of related studies of mobile
app usage. Our review of existing research was driven by our
initial research goal of gaining a more generalizable understanding of mobile device use across different user populations. We selected the studies to review on the basis of their
similarity and comparability to our study goal. Each study

Table 1. Summary table to help visualize the various practices employed by related studies of mobile device usage. The table shows: (1) Number of
participants: recruited participants, separated by semi-colon if paper reports more than one study; (2) Duration: length of deployment, per study; (3)
Deployment: if Public (i.e., crowdsourced, social networks, appstores) or Selected (i.e., recruited); (4) Recruitment: if Local (i.e., university, city) or
Distributed (i.e., spread across the globe); (5) Incentives: participation rewards; (6) Method: Intervention or Experiment, i.e. (Naturalistic observation
conducted in the field); (7) Data collected: sensor data collected (i.e., quantitative); and (8) User input: interactions with the participants (i.e., qualitative
/ subjective input).

we reviewed uses some form of mobile app logger and was
conducted in-situ in the last 8 years. Overall this synthesis of
related studies helped us identify the various aspects of mobile device use studies and enables us to compare and contrast
the different studies.
The table is sorted by the reported deployment year (when
available, or publication year otherwise), and includes a range
of details including: a reference and year, the research goals,
the study duration, the study method, as well as details related to participant recruitment. As expected, we found a
wide spectrum of research goals across the studies. Over the
years, researchers tend to re-visit similar research goals, perhaps to assess if users’ behavior has changed in response to
technological advances over time. With some exceptions, we
also find longer deployments, varying from months to years.
Lastly, we also observe that the majority of our literature review methodology are quasi-experiments or naturalistic observations conducting in the field (i.e., unobtrusively collecting data) rather than interventions (i.e., introduction of some
novel application or interaction technique) — 14 vs 8 studies,
respectively. We’ll return to this review table throughout our

discussion of the challenges and implications of conducting
research of this nature.
REVISITING MOBILE DEVICE USAGE: OUR DATASETS

Our original goal was to replicate recent research on smartphone usage using three new datasets that all logged application use in a similar way. We wanted to systematically
explore the similarities and differences between application
usage characteristics to see what we could discover regarding mobile phone usage. Our premise was that, by combining
these three diverse datasets and reflecting upon these different
populations, we would obtain a better sense of overall mobile behaviors. To do so we examined the application usage
data from three studies of smartphone usage we conducted
between 2013 and 2014:
• A longitudinal application logging study conducted over a
6-month period (January-June, 2014) with 87 participants.
We refer to this as the Securacy study.
• A smaller-scale 2-week mixed-method study of 20 active
mobile search users conducted between June-July 2014.
We refer to this as the MSearch study.

• A 2-week mixed method study of 14 teenagers conducted
between August-September 2013. We refer to this as the
Teen study.
Securacy Study

In the beginning of the year 2014, we conducted an in-thewild 6-month long deployment with 873 anonymous app store
users. We attempted to improve the end-user management of
privacy and security concerns on mobile phones while they
use applications. Note additional details from the full Securacy study is reported in [18]
Demographics

We built and deployed the Securacy application on the
Google’s Play Store, and for recruitment we advertised it on
Facebook and Twitter. We offered no additional compensation beyond use of the Securacy app itself. The majority
of our anonymous participants were from Europe (41%) and
North America (53%). Our participant sample might not be
representative of the general population, as it is likely that our
participants had an accentuated interest in their mobile applications’ network usage, privacy and security.
Data collection

We used AWARE [20] to build our logging application and
collect our data. AWARE is an accessibility service, thus
is constantly active on participants’ devices. We unobtrusively collected time stamped usage data including foreground and background applications, screen on/off events,
device lock/unlock events, network connections and location
information. Qualitative data regarding users’ perceptions of
applications’ security were collected via ratings and a mobile
questionnaire assessing users’ rational on rating score/scale.
App Usage Data

During a 6-month long deployment (January-June, 2014),
87 anonymous users logged a total of 152,275 application
launches (M=1009.1 per participant). We logged a total of
2,761 unique applications across the 87 participants.
MSearch Study

In the summer of 2014 we conducted a 2-week mixed-method
study with 20 Android users aged between 18 to 59 to explore
the triggers, actions and contextual factors influencing mobile
search. Our specific focus was on understanding how mobile
search and general app usage interacts/relates. Note that full
results from a subset of users (18/20) from this study can be
found in [6].
Demographics

We recruited 10 males and 10 females, all of whom used an
Android smartphone. Participants had an average age of 34
(SD=10.8). Participants were recruited from 9 different cities
around the greater San Francisco Bay Area. Participants had
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Note we filtered the Securacy dataset so that we only include users
that had at least 1 day of mobile application use data. This resulted
in 87 users in the Securacy study out of an initial pool of 218 users.
We did this filtering to diminish the potential effects of outliers in
our later analysis (e.g., once off device uses during the time the
participants are considering whether to keep the study software or
participants who only used their device for a few hours).

a diverse set of occupations including students, administrative
assistants, social workers, managers, chemists, homemakers
and construction workers. Their education levels ranged from
high school to college degree. All participants were active
users of mobile search engines like Google and Yahoo.
Data Collection

App usage data was collected via a custom-built Android logging app that was installed on participants phones during an
in-person interview. The logging app ran as an Android service in the background of the participants phone and kept
track of all their mobile app usage. This tool collected time
stamped usage data, specifically: which app was currently active, the time it was launched, and how long that app stayed
active in the foreground. It also tracked events like display on
and off as well as when the user accessed the home screen
of the phone. Qualitative insights were collected via both
in-person interviews (conducted at the start and end of the
2-week study period) as well as daily online diaries.
App Usage Data

App usage usage logs were gathered between 23rd June and
13th July 2014. The loggers ran for an average of 16 days
on each participant’s mobile phone. We collected 57,858 app
opens/launches (M=2892.9 per participant) and we logged a
total of 419 unique apps across the 20 participants.
Teen Study

In the summer of 2013 we conducted a 2-week mixed-method
study with 14 teens aged between 13 to 18 to explore how
they used their smartphones their daily life.
Demographics

We recruited 5 males and 9 females, half of whom used an
iPhone and half of whom used an Android smartphone. Half
of the participants were between 13-15 years old, while half
were 16-18 years old. Participants were recruited from 11
different cities around the greater San Francisco Bay Area
to represent various ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds.
To mimic the greater US population, 2/3 of participants were
selected such that neither parent had a university degree. All
participants spoke English fluently although several spoke
other languages at home. Parental consent was obtained for
all participants under 18.
Data Collection

App usage data was again collected via custom-built logging
applications, one for Android and one for iOS. The logging
app was installed on participants phones during an in-person
interview at the start of the study. This logging app ran in
the background of the participants phone and kept track of
all their mobile app usage. This tool again collected time
stamped usage data, specifically: which app was currently
active, the time it was launched, and how long that app stayed
active in the foreground. It also tracked events like display on
and off as well as when the user accessed the home screen of
the phone. In-person interviews were conducted both at start
and end of the 2-week study period and participants left daily
voice mail diaries to tell us more about the details of their
day-to-day app usage patterns.

App-usage data

App usage logs were gathered between August 19th and
September 23rd, 2013. The loggers ran for an average of
18 days on each participant’s mobile phone. We logged a total of 32,524 app launches (M=2,323 per participant) Our 14
participants used 258 unique mobile apps over the course of
the study.
RESULTS

In this section we present the results of our analysis of mobile
device use, individual application use as well as the duration
of those interactions across our three data sets.
Mobile Device Use

Past mobile usage studies have explored overall mobile device use in order to improve various interaction elements,
such as application shortcuts, widgets and notifications on
those devices. For example, ProactiveTasks [1] focused on
understanding mobile device use durations in order to streamline short mobile device interactions. The authors propose
a classification of mobile device use based on duration and
interaction type and distinguish three types of device interactions: 1) Glances, in which the user simply turns on the screen
of their device, checks information on their lock screen or
home screen and then turns the screen off without interacting
with any specific mobile applications; 2) Reviews, in which
the user interacts with the device for at most 60 seconds and
launches / interacts with at least one application during that
time; and 3) Engages, in which the user interacts with the device for longer than 60 seconds during which the user also
launches / interacts with at least one mobile application.
In this section we explore these three different types of device interactions within our three datasets. To conduct this
analysis, we divide our datasets into a series of device sessions following the same method as in [1]: device use sessions start when the screen is turned on and end when the
screen is turned off. When two sessions are 5 seconds or less
apart, we merge them into the same session. Figure 1 shows
the proportions of different device use sessions from the original ProactiveTasks formative study [1] along with our three
different data sets. Note that the percentages in the figure are
medians across users.

Figure 1. Comparison of Glance, Review and Engage interactions types
across our three mobile data sets along with the formative ProactiveTasks study. The percentages presented represent the median across
participants.

Overall we find a large difference between the distributions of
session types across the four studies. The original study from
Banovic et al. [1] reports the largest percentage of glance
sessions followed by Securacy, MSearch and Teen studies in

decreasing order. The Teen study has by far the least percentage of glance sessions (8.2%), that is where users turn on
the screen of their mobile phone and check their lock screen
or home screen but do not interact with any actual applications. The order is reversed when it comes to engage sessions with the Teen dataset having the largest proportion of
engages (50.7%), followed by MSearch, Securacy, and the
original ProactiveTasks study. Thus users in the Teen study
interact with their device for longer periods (> 60 seconds)
and launch at least one application during those periods.
Application Use

Table 2 lists the top-10 applications across our three studies
in terms of frequency and percentage of application launches.
To conduct this analysis we count the total number of app
launches on a per app basis for each dataset and then extract
the top 10 of these apps in terms of volume of app launches4 .
We find that there are only 2 applications that appear in the
top-10 list of all three datasets, namely: Facebook and Contacts. While the exact communications apps differ across the
datasets, communications applications were prevalent across
all three datasets. For example, messaging apps (e.g., SMS
and WhatsApp) and voice-based communication applications
(e.g., Skype, Viber and the built-in dialer) appear in all three
top-10 lists. Music applications (e.g., Spotify and Pandora)
appear in top-10 lists of both the Securacy and Teen datasets.
Securacy and MSearch users appear to use browsers like
Chrome more frequently that users in the Teen study.
Similar results were found in recent work by Ferreira et al.
[17] which show Facebook, Contacts, and communications
apps like SMS, Skype and WhatsApp in their top-10 app lists.
Interestingly, despite the teens using games in their day to day
life, no games apps appeared in their top 10 app list. This is
mainly due to the fact that communications based applications were more popular among the teenagers in our study.
Understanding Micro-Usage

Mobile application micro-usage, a term coined by Ferreira
et al. [17] is defined as brief bursts of interaction with applications. In their work, Ferreira et al. [17] found a natural break point in their data at approximately 15-seconds and
thus defined micro-usage within their dataset as interactions
lasting 15 seconds or less. They found that 41.5% of all application sessions were micro-usage. Note that an application
session starts when the user launches an application and ends
when the user exits the application or the screen is turned
off. Thus we explored all application sessions across our 3
datasets to determine: 1) what the natural break point within
those datasets are; and 2) what proportion of applications sessions account for micro-usage.
We followed a similar approach to Ferreira et al. [17] and
used k-means clustering to determine natural break points in
our three datasets. K-means clustering partitions our application sessions into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. For the Securacy
4
Note that the MSearch App listed in the top-10 list for the MSearch
study is the study probe used in the MSearch study for collecting
mobile search and browsing information.

Table 2. Top 10 apps for each of our 3 datasets. # App Launches is the number or frequency of app launches for a given app in a given study, % perc is
the percentage or proportion of app launches for a given app in a given study. The total shows the total number of app launches that these top 10 apps
account for in the study in question.

dataset we found a natural break point at 16.6 seconds and
found that 53.2% of all application usages were <=15 seconds. To compare, we found the natural break point to be
larger in both MSearch and Teen datasets: 22.5 seconds and
21.5 seconds, respectively. If we look at the proportion of
micro-usage within each of the datasets we find that approximately 48% of all application usages within the teen study
were <=15 seconds, with almost 55% being 21.5 seconds or
less. We find similar results for MSearch with > 48% of all
application usages lasting 15 seconds or less, and approximately 56% lasting 22.5 seconds or less.
Figure’s 2, 3 and 4 shows a probability distribution function
of application usage in Securacy, MSearch and Teen studies.
Specifically they show the probability of application sessions
duration for the top-10 applications across all participants for
each dataset. As previously reported by Ferreira et al., different applications exhibit different micro-usage behavior, and
we found this across all three datasets.

Figure 3. Probability of application session length in the Teen study,
across all users, regarding the top-10 applications

Figure 4. Probability of application session length in the MSearch study,
across all users, regarding the top-10 applications

Figure 2. Probability of application session length in the Securacy study,
across all users, regarding the top-10 applications

DISCUSSION & FINDINGS

Our analysis of mobile device usage patterns amongst our 3
diverse mobile usage datasets revealed individual differences
in app usage behaviors in terms of individual application use,
as well as the duration of those interactions. We found that
our results differed not only from each other, but also from
the prior formative studies we sought to revisit.
In studying the proportion of glance, review and engage sessions we found that the formative ProactiveTasks work had
a much higher volume of glance sessions than any of our 3

datasets (46.6% for ProactiveTasks vs. 24.7% for Securacy,
16.8% for MSearch and just 8.2% for the Teen study). These
large differences in the usage patterns found could be due to
a number of factors. All four data sets contained the necessary information to reconstruct the device use sessions and
replicate both the ProactiveTasks and Micro-Usage analyses.
Likewise all the four studies were conducted within one year
of each other.
However, the ProactiveTasks formative study had by far the
smallest number of participants (10), which makes it difficult to generalize findings from that study to the other three
data sets. Also, the user populations across these four data
sets are quite different. The ProactiveTasks formative study

recruited primarily college age mobile power users, the Securacy data set focused on security minded users of the Google
Play Store, the MSearch study included adult participants
who were active mobile searchers, and the Teen data set recruited participants from the teen population in the Bay Area.
It is likely that each of these sub-populations have subtle differences in their goals when using their mobile devices. Although MSearch was probably the most representative of the
general user population, much like the other three data sets,
it still suffers from possible self-selection bias. It is also important to note that unlike the other data sets, the Teen data
set contains both iPhone and Android users. Thus, even the
subtle differences between the existing interaction elements
across these two mobile platforms (e.g., iOS vs Android)
could have caused differences in how much information the
users are able to glean from their lock screen or home screen
to make glances worthwhile.
Exploring the top 10 application lists across the datasets also
revealed differences in behaviors. Interestingly the MSearch
and Teen studies have the greatest overlap, with 6 applications appearing in both top-10 lists: SMS, Facebook, Phone,
Email, Contacts and Instagram. Similarities between these
two different data sets are perhaps due to both of these studies having participants in the Greater Bay Area and both using
a similar mixed-method approach (i.e., combining device use
logging along with qualitative insights from interviews and
daily diaries).
We also find that the top-10 applications represent a large
proportion of total application usage in both the MSearch
and Teen datasets (57% and 65% respectively), however, they
only account for 9.6% of all application usage in the Securacy
dataset. This implies that there is a longer tail of application
usage among the Securacy users, potentially attributed to the
large geographic spread of users and application use in the
Securacy study.
In replicating the Micro-usage analyses across our 3 new
datasets we also found some differences in usage patterns.
For example the natural break point found in the Securacy
dataset of 16.6 seconds was more inline with the formative
paper by Ferreira et al. [17] which reported micro-usage
at 15 seconds. In contrast MSearch and Teen studies revealed a higher natural break point of 22.5 and 21.5 seconds
each. In looking at the micro-usage patterns across the top-10
apps in each dataset we were able to validate that apps most
likely to be micro-used were focused-applications (i.e., applications with limited functionalities or that are task-oriented),
and social-applications: e.g., in Securacy’s dataset: Viber,
Skype, Contacts+, WhatsApp, Facebook. Least likely to be
micro-used were information seeking applications and leisure
applications: e.g., in Securacy’s dataset: Spotify, Clash of
Clans, Browsers (Chrome, Firefox). We found similar patterns in both the Teen and MSearch studies in terms of focused applications again being the most likely micro-used application, e.g., in the Teen study we see Calendar, Contacts,
Email, Phone and SMS are micro-used, while in the MSearch
study Phone, Contacts, Email, Gmail and SMS are microused. In the MSearch study information seeking applications

like Chrome, Internet and our MSearch probe were the least
likely micro-used applications.
While similar patterns of micro-usage were found across all
three datasets in terms of focused applications, in the Teen
and MSearch studies, we found that social-applications such
as SnapChat, Twitter and Instagram (with the exception of
Facebook) were not micro-used, a finding that is likely indicative of a difference in how the recruited participants of
these two studies use these particular social applications.
Overall what is interesting is that some of the differences
found were in fact consistent across the three datasets we analyzed. For example, the higher percentage of engage sessions
in the Teen data set than in the Securacy data set appear to
follow the trends we found regarding their respective top-10
apps, e.g., Facebook having smaller portion of micro-uses in
the Teen data set than in the Securacy data set. Ultimately
these findings point to potential differences in behavior between participants in the different studies rather than differences in how the data was collected or analyzed.
REFLECTIONS

In this section we reflect on deeper issues related to replicability and generalizability and highlight that while replicability and generalizability may not be feasible when studying such mobile device usage patterns, identifying and understanding the nuances of mobile usage among different user
sub-populations with very different user behaviors and possibly even different user needs is important and does indeed
help us as a community advance our field and our overarching
understanding of what makes the mobile space so unique.
Replicability != Reproducibility

Replicability in research can be defined as the extent to which
we can re-study a phenomenon and repeat the findings of an
initial study. Part of this re-study is only possible if we have
sufficient details about the procedures and methodologies employed in the first study. It’s generally assumed that if we
can achieve replicability, there is some level of consistency
amongst our studies and we can be more confident in the validity of our findings.
As a community we do a good job at ensuring studies are
reproducible. As can been seen in Table 1, most scientific
papers include sufficient details regarding the participants we
recruit and (sometimes) the sampling method employed; the
duration, dates and deployment type of our studies; the logging and data collection mechanisms employed; the incentives provided (if any) and most importantly the analysis conducted. This helps ensure that at the very least, the data sets
collected and the analyses conducted in most of the published
studies can be reproduced. However, just because a study is
reproducible does not mean that it’s replicable [13]. In theory, a study is only replicable if you perform the exact same
experiment or study (at least) twice; collect data in the same
way both times, perform the exact same data analysis, and
perhaps even arrive at the same conclusions.
In this paper we sought to compare three different mobile app
usage datasets and to replicate past work on micro device us-

age to see if we could gain a more in-depth understanding of
short, bursty mobile device interactions. However, what we
found is that replicability simply isn’t possible in these kind
of mobile studies. We have shown through our case study
that none of the datasets produced the same results as each
other, nor as the original work we were attempting to compare them against, despite the fact that the three studies collected the same mobile usage data. Both the MSearch and
Teen studies actually used the exact same application loggers
and employed the same mixed-method approach, yet they still
yielded differences in usage patterns. And while these differences might reflect new practices in micro-usage behavior,
the issue is that we cannot attribute those differences to one
specific factor or a set of factors.
We are a community of researchers who are scattered around
the globe. We have access to different mobile devices and
technologies, to different sets of people and different user
populations; and to different resources both in terms of recruitment and incentives. The fast-pace of technological
change makes every attempt at collecting mobile usage data
a ”one-shot” operation. When we set out to study some phenomena in the mobile space, we often do so with our own set
of objectives and our own research questions in mind. Our
study designs often reflect those objectives and are targeted
towards answering those specific research questions. In addition the phenomena that we are trying to study is often not
well understood until after we explore and analyze the data
we collect, making it more difficult to design studies with
replicability in mind.
We have shown that by combining these multiple datasets we
have been able to look at mobile usage behaviors from multiple viewpoints. And there is clear value in doing this type
of work because we can begin to build up a more complete,
holistic picture of the diversity of mobile device usage. However, combining datasets will not help with replicability. Fundamentally, work of this nature is not replicable beyond the
given population and instead should be interpreted as such.
Finally, it’s important to note that reproducing such studies
is important in our dynamic field. Just because a set of researchers in some part of the globe have already published
a study understanding a set of mobile behaviors, doesn’t
mean that the problem or characterization in question is fully
solved. Reproducing a study in a different part of the world,
with a different user population and at a different point in
time should be encouraged. Given the rapid pace of change
in mobile, it actually represents one of the domains in which
reproducing, and not necessarily replicating, studies should
be encouraged, in particular if such work acknowledges its
caveats and provides some additional interesting understanding of mobile behaviors.
Generalizability

Our case study has also led us to reflect upon the generalizability of our results. As researchers we have all likely received a review of our research approach, either commending or critiquing the generalizability of our study. As reviewers for the Mobile HCI community we may have even commented on the generalizability of fellow researchers work.

Generalizability refers to the ability to apply results from a
study sample to the larger population from which the sample was selected. While generalizability generally requires a
sample population of interest, it also requires us to understand
the contexts in which the study is conducted and how those
contexts might impact on the results.
In our case we were trying to understand micro-usage behaviors across three different populations: Teens in the Bay
Area, Adult Android users in the Bay Area who engage in
mobile search, and security conscience Android users who
use Google Play. While each study in isolation was well conducted, using similar on-device app logging software, with
strong study design choices and interesting insights, the differences we found in the results show that generalizing across
studies is challenging. For example, would the results of the
teen study hold for teens in other areas in the US? Would the
results from the MSearch study hold for iPhone searchers in
the Bay Area? Would the results of the Securacy study hold
for other Google Play users who are interested in lifestyle and
entertainment related apps rather that security apps? The answer is probably not.
Fundamentally, this type of work is investigating sociotechnical systems through a quantitative lens of investigating device and app usage patterns (frequency, durations, types
of interactions). There is clear value in these types of work
in uncovering interesting user practices and gaining insights
about future areas of exploration. However, we as a community need to be careful about interpreting the results. And
likewise as researchers we need to be careful about scoping
our findings and resulting implications.
Unlike some areas of HCI where we are investigating
rather fundamental properties of humans (such as the biomechanical properties represented with a Fitts’ Law study),
we are investigating snapshots of behavior with our participants and their mobile devices. As such, our findings are
inherently tied to the participants of our studies. While we
might present several statistics and quantitative findings about
usage that are informative, it is unlikely that those statistics
or findings would hold to another population. Similar to our
issues with replicability, fundamentally this work is not generalizable beyond the given population and again should be
interpreted as such.
The key difference between these types of mobile data usage studies and more qualitative HCI studies is that instead of
gaining deep insights about the population through more subjective methods, these app logging studies are using quantitative techniques to gain different insights about that population. Even larger scale quantitative studies such as those
conducted by Böhmer et al. [3] really should to be interpreted
as specific to the participants selected.
Ultimately there is still great value in studying these individual user populations at specific points in time. This allows
individual researchers and the community at large to combine
and contrast the experiences collected from different contexts
and user populations in order to build a better understanding

of different types of mobile users and the various behaviors
that tie them together.
It is also important to note that replicability and generalizability should not always be the only goals when designing
mobile device use studies. The differences in the device use
studies show the importance of identifying different user subpopulations with very different user behaviors and possibly
even different user needs. Lumping different kinds of users
together in a user study with a large sample size might help
in replicability and generalizability of findings, but it would
hide the subtle differences between the sub-populations. This
would in turn impact the value of any novel interventions designers create to address the needs of this broader population
because although it would satisfy most users, it might not satisfy the specific needs of users within those sub-populations.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we used data collected from three diverse smartphone usage studies to replicate prior work on mobile application usage to see if we could add to our understanding of
mobile device behaviors. Our studies were: a 2-week mixedmethod study with 14 teens in the Bay Area; a 2-week mixed
method study of 20 Adult users of mobile search in the Bay
Area; and a larger-scale app market deployment with 87 security minded Google Play users. Our analysis pointed to a
number of differences in the usage patterns across our three
datasets but also in relation to prior related work. Specifically
we found differences in the top-10 apps in each dataset, in the
durations and types of interactions as well as in micro-usage
patterns. Given that we could not attribute those differences
to a specific factor or set of factors, we presented a deeper discussion and reflection on the challenges and caveats of conducting research of this nature. The key message for our community is that data of this nature provides great value in understanding how sub-populations of people use their mobile
devices and can indeed be used to inform the design of novel
interactions that improve mobile device interactions. However these insights come with boundaries that we much acknowledge when conducting and more importantly presenting work of this nature, in particular related to generalizability and replicability. We hope that our somewhat troubled
analysis sparks discussion and debate within our community
about how we conduct research of this nature and how we can
continue to improve and evolve our methods and approach.
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